Abstract. The paper explores linguistics as a basis for analyzing and representing business rules. The actual business rules are seen as the text to be analyzed. A very simple, straightforward methodology is explained and illustrated with part of a bigger case study. In essence every business rule is analyzed to determine nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions and other lexical categories. The business rules are then structured into sentences which basically have the structure of conjunctions, subject, predicate, and direct object/adjunct.
A Basic Linguistic Analysis Methodology

Introduction
The methodology suggested in this section combines a morphological and syntactical analysis. A semantic and pragmatic analysis can also be included but has been excluded from this study because of space restrictions.
Every business rule can be seen as linguistic text to be analysed. In essence the methodology takes every business rule and breaks it up in the following fixed parts: − A conjunction linking related clauses. − A subject indicating the person or thing which the clause is about. − A predicate describing what the subject did, what action was done to the subject or what state of existence the subject is in. − A direct object/adjunct indicating persons or things affected by the action of the verb.
For instance the business rule "each policy must have an expiry date" can be represented in structured sentence format as:
Conjunction Subject
Predicate Object/Adjunct (Each) Policy (Must) have Expiry date Or diagrammatically 
The Steps in more Detail
The There must be a direct object or adjunct or both. If there is more than one adjunct they must follow on subsequent rows. Simplify clumsy noun phrases, for instance, courses that can be offered should rather be offered course; and courses that can be scheduled should rather be scheduled course. Note that the two examples in the previous sentence implies that out of all possible courses, only some will be offered and only some will be scheduled.
In the example business rule neither verbs have subjects specified. For the first verb receive place the direct object acceptance in the second Direct Object/Adjunct column. For the second verb phrase send the direct object is a genitive case noun pair that needs to be resolved as shown in the next step.
3. Identify all direct and indirect genitive case noun pairs. Genitive case nouns can be identified by the following means: (1) the proximity of nouns, for instance, room equipment implies the room's equipment; (2) special words like their and for, for instance, rooms and their equipment and equipment for rooms also implies room's equipment; and (3) This structured sentence can also be represented diagrammatically as follows (All noun phrases are placed in rectangles, verb phrases in ellipses, conjunctions in diamonds, prepositions are on the lines linking it): Specifying the business rule in this way clearly shows the structure of the business rule, missing information and the key components of the business rule:
− This business rule in essence is an action condition which, if not true, is followed by another action. It can be stated as follows: IF (NOT) ACTION THEN ACTION.
− Both actions lack a subject, which can lead to questions by the analyst like "who receives the acceptance" and "who must send the reminder", ensuring more complete business rules. − The fact that the business rule is involved in 4 objects (Acceptance of renewal notice, insured, days and reminder) is also very clear. It is possible to group business rules by object, for instance, by reminder.
− A basic logical check on the verb can help to ensure a more complete business rule. For instance, the verb receive, leads to the following questions (based on the Zachman questions plus other questions), what is received, who receives it, from whom do we receive, when must it received, where must it be received, why is it received. In this example, what = acceptance, when = within 14 days, from whom = insured. These questions can be asked for any action.
A more Extended Example
The following example (adapted from [6] ) will be used as a more extended example: 
A Discussion of the Resulting Analysis and Representation
The above analysis and representation provides the following results fairly straightforward: − Existence verbs can indicate static relationships between objects. For instance, the has in business rules 1, 2 4 and 5, can be represented in an ERD as follows: − Existence verbs can also indicate static relationships between objects and their attributes. For instance, the are in business rules 9b and 11b, can be represented in an ERD as follows: − By just listing all of the objects (as represented in blocks) a quick overview of the entities involved in the business rules can be identified.
− All subjects where the predicate is an action verb provide a list of all potential actors (in for instance, use case modelling). In the example business rules 6, 9a, 11c, 11e gives the list Booking Clerk, EU-Rent, Branch Manager and Branch can be deduced. Business rules 8, 10 and 11a are action predicates without subjects which then will logically lead to asking questions to determine the corresponding actors.
Conclusions
This paper shows that even a very basic linguistic analysis can help towards firstly understanding and analysing a business rule better; and secondly, representing it better. Based on this initial analysis further more advanced analysis can be done much easier. This paper gives only an indication of what is possible with linguistic analysis and does not constitute completed research. Furthermore, at this stage the methodology only considers morphological and lexical analysis. Semantic and pragmatic analysis can be addressed in further research and will expand the richness of analysis even further.
